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By Lewis J. Saret

Post-ATRA Estate Planning—Part II: Estate Tax Portability

Lewis J. Saret is the Founder of the Law 
Offi ce of Lewis J. Saret, in Washington, 
D.C. He concentrates his practice in the 
area of federal taxation, with particular 
emphasis on estate and business succes-
sion planning, and may be reached at 
lewis.saret@gmail.com.

I. In General
A. Generally
On January 1, 2013, Congress passed the American 
Tax Relief Act of 20121 (ATRA), and on January 2, 
2013, President Obama signed ATRA into law. ATRA 
makes permanent, with certain modifi cations, the 
transfer tax provisions of the so-called Bush tax cuts, 
originally enacted as part of the Economic Growth 
and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 (EGTRRA).2

ATRA also made permanent certain transfer tax 
changes that Congress enacted as part of Tax Relief, 
Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job 
Creation Act of 20103 (TRA 2010). 

One of the key changes made by TRA 2010 and the 
subject of this column was the enactment of the so-
called portability of the applicable exclusion amount 
between spouses, which was enacted by Section 303 
of TRA 2010.4 

This column, the second of a three-part series, 
discusses in detail the so-called “portability” rules, 
which allow a surviving spouse to use the unused ap-
plicable exclusion amount5 of the fi rst spouse to die.

The fi rst column in this series discussed the changes 
made by ATRA that directly impact transfer taxes 
and summarized some other key tax changes that 
indirectly impact estate planning.6

Part three of this series will discuss planning under 
the new rules and in particular how the new tax pro-
visions change the analysis and recommendations 
involved in typical estate plans. 
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 Table 1. Applicable Exclusion Amount

+ Surviving spouse’s basic applicable exclusion amount

+ Aggregate DSUE amount1

= Applicable exclusion amount2

1 Code Sec. 2010(c)(2).
2 Code Sec. 2010(c)(2).

Table 2. Applicable Exclusion 
Amount Available to Jane’s E state

+ $5,250,000 Surviving spouse’s basic applicable 
exclusion amount

+ $4,000,000 Aggregate DSUE amount1

= $9,250,000 Applicable exclusion amount2

1 Code Secs. 2010(c)(2)(A), 2010(c)(3).
2 Code Sec. 2010(c).

B. Portability Generally
1. Generally. Portability allows the fi rst spouse to die to 
transfer his/her unused estate tax applicable exclusion 
amount to the surviving spouse, who can then use it 
for his/her gift or estate tax purposes. The fi rst spouse’s 
unused estate tax applicable exclusion amount is the 
“deceased spouse’s unused exemption” (DSUE).

When portability was included in TRA 2010, many 
if not most estate lawyers gave it little attention be-
cause of TRA 2010’s sunset provision. Now, however, 
portability has been made permanent. As a result, 
many estate lawyers view this as causing a paradigm 
shift in estate planning.7

Planning Pointer. Portability will signifi cantly 
change the analysis and recommendations for 
estate planning for married couples. As a result, 
in contrast to the standard credit shelter (bypass) 
trust/marital trust estate plan of the past, planners 
are likely to see a greater amount of variation 
among estate plans for married couples, which 
will depend on several different factors. Part III of 
this series of columns will discuss estate planning 
for married couples in detail, taking into account 
portability and other post-ATRA tax provisions.

Because of the impact of portability on the estate 
tax and estate planning, it is important for estate 
planners and tax preparers who prepare estate tax 
returns to become thoroughly familiar with the por-
tability rules. 

2. Applicable Exclusion Amount Taking into Ac-
count Portability. If the estate of the fi rst spouse to 
die makes the appropriate portability election, the 
surviving spouse’s applicable exclusion amount may 
be calculated as shown in Table 1.

Example 1. Hercule and Jane are married. 
Hercule dies in 2011, and his estate makes the 
portability election. Assume the DSUE amount 
from Hercule’s estate is $4 million. In 2013, 
when the basic applicable exclusion amount 
equals $5.25 million, Jane dies. Here, the ap-
plicable exclusion amount available to Jane’s 
estate equals $9.25 million, which is calculated 
as shown in Table 2.

Any applicable exclusion amount of the fi rst 
spouse to die that is used to reduce the estate tax 
liability of that spouse’s estate tax reduces the 
amount of the excess applicable exclusion amount 

that carries over to the surviving spouse in the form 
of the “deceased spousal unused exclusion amount” 
or DSUE amount.

In this regard, the DSUE equals the lesser of the 
following two items:

The basic exclusion amount8; or
The excess of (1) the applicable exclusion amount 
of the last such deceased spouse, over (2) the 
amount with respect to which the tentative tax 
is determined under Code Sec. 2001(b)(1) on the 
estate of that deceased spouse.9

3. TRA 2010. TRA 201010 amended Code Sec. 
2010(c) by striking prior Code Sec. 2010(c)(2) and 
adding new Code Secs. 2010(c)(2)–(6). 

Code Sec. 2010(c)(2) now defi nes the applicable 
exclusion amount, used to determine the applicable 
credit amount, as the sum of (1) the “basic exclu-
sion amount,”11 and (2) for surviving spouses, the 
DSUE amount.12 

Code Sec. 2010(c)(3) provides that the basic exclu-
sion amount equals $5 million, adjusted for infl ation 
after calendar year 2011. 

Code Sec. 2010(c)(4) defi nes the DSUE amount to 
mean the lesser of (1) the basic exclusion amount, or 
(2) the basic exclusion amount of the last deceased 
spouse of the surviving spouse, less the amount with re-
spect to which the tentative tax is determined under Code 
Sec. 2001(b)(1) on the estate of such deceased spouse.ng, it is imp
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Code Sec. 2010(c)(5) describes special rules relat-
ing to the portability of a DSUE amount. Code Sec. 
2010(c)(5)(A) provides certain requirements that must 
be met to allow a surviving spouse to take into account 
a DSUE amount of a deceased spouse. In particular, 
the executor of the estate of the deceased spouse must:

fi le an estate tax return, 
compute the DSUE amount on such return, 
elect portability of the DSUE amount on such 
return, and 
ensure that such return is fi led within the time 
prescribed by law (including extensions) for fi l-
ing such return. 

Code Sec. 2010(c)(5)(B) allows the Secretary to ex-
amine a return of the deceased spouse to determine 
the DSUE amount, even after the expiration of the 
time provided under Code Sec. 6501 for assessing a 
tax under chapter 11 or 12.

Code Sec. 2010(c)(6) directs the Secretary to pre-
scribe regulations as may be necessary or appropriate 
to carry out Code Sec. 2010(c).

Note. They key takeaways from the TRA 2010 
portability provisions follow:

For married couples, the applicable exclusion 
now equals (1) the basic exclusion amount ($5 
million, adjusted for infl ation after 2011), plus 
(2) the DSUE amount.
The DSUE amount equals the lessor of (1) the 
basic exclusion amount, or (2) the last deceased 
spouse’s basic exclusion amount less the amount 
with respect to which the tentative tax is deter-
mined on such deceased spouse’s estate.
In order for a surviving spouse to use a DSUE 
amount for a deceased spouse, certain things 
must occur—most notably, an estate tax return for 
the deceased spouse must be properly prepared 
and fi led on a timely basis.
The statute of limitations is extended when por-
tability is elected.

4. Treasury Department Administrative Guidance.
a. Notice 2011-82. On October 17, 2011, the 

Treasury and the IRS issued Notice 2011-82.13 Notice 
2011-82 alerted taxpayers to the requirements to elect 
portability of a DSUE amount. In addition, Notice 
2011-82 announced that the estate of a deceased 
spouse will be deemed to elect portability of the DSUE 
amount by timely fi ling a complete and properly pre-
pared estate tax return, and that such return will be 
deemed to include a computation of the DSUE amount 

until such time as the IRS revises the estate tax return 
to expressly contain the DSUE amount computation. 

Notice 2011-82 also provides guidance to the es-
tates of deceased spouses who choose not to make 
the portability election. Notice 2011-82 stated that 
Treasury and the IRS intended to issue regulations to 
implement the portability rules and requested com-
ments on several specifi c issues related to portability. 

b. Notice 2012-21. On March 3, 2012, Treasury 
and the IRS issued Notice 2012-21.14 Notice 2012-21 
granted to qualifying estates a six-month extension of 
time for fi ling an estate tax return to elect portability of 
an unused exclusion amount provided that the qualify-
ing estate fi led Form 4768, Application for Extension 
of Time to File a Return and/or Pay U.S. Estate (and 
Generation-Skipping Transfer) Taxes, within 15 months 
of the decedent’s death. For this purpose, a qualifying 
estate is the estate of a person who died, survived by 
a spouse, during the fi rst half of calendar year 2011, 
and whose gross estate had a fair market value that did 
not exceed $5 million. With the extension granted by 
Notice 2012-21, the estate tax return had to be fi led 
within 15 months of the decedent’s death.

c. Temporary and Proposed Regulations. On July 
15, 2012, the Treasury and the IRS released for 
publication in the Federal Register temporary regula-
tions (T.D. 9593), and by cross-reference, proposed 
regulations (REG-141832-11) concerning portability, 
including the following:

The estate and gift tax applicable exclusion amount
The requirements for electing portability of the 
DSUE amount to the surviving spouse
The rules for computing the surviving spouse’s 
DSUE amount
The rules for the surviving spouse’s use of the 
DSUE amount

The remainder of this column discusses the provi-
sions in the temporary regulations in detail, along 
with certain issues that they raise.

II. Portability Rules—
Temporary Regulations
A. Unifi ed Credit Generally
Temporary Reg. §20.2010-1T(a) restates the general 
rule of Code Sec. 2010(a), namely that that an appli-
cable credit amount is allowed to the estate of every 
decedent against the estate tax. 

In addition, the temporary regulations incorporate 
the Code Sec. 2010(b) rule relating to an adjustment 
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to the applicable credit amount for certain gifts made 
before 1977.15

Finally, the temporary regulations limit the 
amount of the allowable credit so that it does not 
exceed the amount of the estate tax imposed by 
section 2001.16

B. Making the Portability Election
1. How to Make a Portability Election—Election 
Required on Estate Tax Return. The temporary 
regulations require executors who want to make a 
portability election to make such election on a timely 
fi led and properly prepared estate tax return.17 

Comment. The conventional wisdom regarding 
portability has always been that it would greatly 
simplify estate planning for married couples.18 
However, the requirement that an estate tax 
return be fi led in order to elect portability sig-
nifi cantly reduces such benefi ts. Unfortunately, 
it appears that the alternatives available to the 
government are limited due to the need for cer-
tain types of information that are required for tax 
administration purposes. 

For the purposes of making the portability elec-
tion, the last estate tax return fi led by the due date 
of the estate tax return, including extensions actually 
granted, will supersede any previously fi led return. 
As a result, an executor may supersede a previously 
fi led portability election on a subsequent timely fi led 
estate tax return if the executor satisfi es the require-
ments set forth in the temporary regulations, which 
generally set forth how to affi rmatively elect out of 
portability and which are discussed below.19

Note. The temporary regulations provide guid-
ance when contrary elections are made by more 
than one person who is permitted to make the por-
tability election under the temporary regulations.20

Caution. The temporary regulations provide that 
a portability election is irrevocable once the due 
date, as extended, of the return has passed.21

2. Timely Filing Required.
a. Generally. For a valid portability election, Code 

Sec. 2010(c)(5) requires an estate’s executor to make 
the election on an estate tax return fi led within the 
“time prescribed by law” (including extensions) for 
fi ling that return. 

Code Sec. 6075(a) requires the fi ling of an estate 
tax return made under Code Sec. 6018(a) within nine 
months of the date of the decedent’s death. 

Code Sec. 6018(a) requires an estate tax return to be 
fi led when the gross estate of a citizen or resident ex-
ceeds the excess (if any) of the basic exclusion amount 
in effect under Code Sec. 2010(c) in the calendar year 
of the decedent’s death over the sum of the decedent’s 
adjusted taxable gifts as defi ned in Code Sec. 2001(b) 
and the amount allowed to the decedent as a specifi c 
exemption under Code Sec. 2521 as in effect prior to 
its repeal by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

b. Issue Regarding Meaning of “Time Prescribed 
by Law.”

i. Issue. One issue raised by the portability election 
is that neither Code Sec. 2010(c)(5)(A) nor any other 
Code section provides a “time prescribed by law” for 
fi ling an estate tax return on behalf of a decedent’s 
estate when the basic exclusion amount exceeds 
the value of the decedent’s gross estate. As a result, 
there is an issue regarding what the phrase “time 
prescribed by law” means in the context of Code Sec. 
2010(c)(5)(A), which as noted above requires an ex-
ecutor to make the election on an estate tax return 
fi led within the “time prescribed by law” (including 
extensions) for fi ling that return. 

ii. Rule. The temporary regulations require every es-
tate electing portability of a decedent’s DSUE amount 
to fi le an estate tax return within nine months of the 
decedent’s date of death, unless an extension of time 
for fi ling has been granted.22 

This timing requirement for fi ling a return applies 
to all estates electing portability regardless of the size 
of the gross estate. 

The temporary regulations also provide that an es-
tate choosing to elect portability will be considered 
for purposes of Subtitle B and Subtitle F of the Code to 
be required to fi le a return under Code Sec. 6018(a).23

iii. Rationale. For executors who are required to fi le 
an estate tax return under Code Sec. 6018(a), Code 
Sec. 6075(a) requires the executor to fi le the estate 
tax return within nine months after the decedent’s 
date of death. 

When an executor is not required to fi le an estate 
tax return under Code Sec. 6018(a), the Code does 
not specify a due date for a return fi led for the purpose 
of making the portability election. 

The preamble to the Temporary and Proposed Regu-
lations states that this rule (i.e., the rule that deems 
an estate electing portability to be treated as being 
required to fi le an estate tax return under Code Sec. 
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6018(a), and therefore required to fi le such return 
within the “time prescribed by law”) will benefi t 
the IRS as well as taxpayers choosing the benefi t of 
portability because the records required to compute 
and verify the DSUE amount are more likely to be 
available at the time of the death of the fi rst deceased 
spouse than at the time of a subsequent transfer by 
the surviving spouse by gift or at death, which could 
occur many years later. 

The preamble to the Temporary and Proposed 
Regulations states that this rule also is consistent with 
the legislative history of TRA 2010, which suggests 
that estates deciding to elect portability that are not 
otherwise required to fi le an estate tax return under 
Code Sec. 6018(a) are intended to be subject to the 
same timely fi ling requirements applicable to estates 
required to fi le an estate tax return under Code Sec. 
6018(a).24 The Joint Committee on Taxation’s Techni-
cal Explanation of TRA 2010 states that the DSUE 
amount is available to a surviving spouse “only if an 
election is made on a timely fi led estate tax return 
(including extensions) of the predeceased spouse ... 
regardless of whether the predeceased spouse other-
wise is required to fi le an estate tax return.”25 

3. Portability Election upon Filing of “Complete 
and Properly-Prepared” Estate Tax Return.

a. Generally. Notice 2011-82 provides that the 
estate of a decedent dying after December 31, 2010, 
will be deemed to make the portability election 
upon the timely fi ling of a “complete and properly-
prepared” estate tax return. 

The temporary regulations provide that the estate of 
a decedent (survived by a spouse) makes the portabil-
ity election by timely fi ling a complete and properly 
prepared estate tax return for the decedent’s estate.26

b. Issue Regarding Defi nition of “Properly-Pre-
pared Estate Tax Return.”

i. Issue. Several comments that were submitted to 
the Treasury in response to Notice 2011-82 requested 
clarifi cation from Treasury and the IRS to defi ne what 
is meant by a “complete and properly-prepared” 
estate tax return. These comments also requested 
that the Treasury and the IRS consider the cost and 
burden associated with fi ling an estate tax return and 
establishing and substantiating the values reported on 
such return for those estates that are not required to 
fi le a return under Code Sec. 6018(a) but are fi ling 
such a return solely to elect portability of the dece-
dent’s DSUE amount.

ii. Rule. The temporary regulations provide that 
an estate tax return prepared in accordance with all 

applicable requirements is considered a “complete 
and properly-prepared” estate tax return.27 

However, the temporary regulations do provide that 
executors of estates that are not otherwise required 
to fi le an estate tax return under Code Sec. 6018(a) 
do not have to report the value of certain property 
that qualifi es for the marital or charitable deduction.28 

If an executor chooses to make use of this special 
rule in fi ling an estate tax return, the executor must 
estimate the total value of the gross estate, includ-
ing the values of the property that do not have to be 
reported on the estate tax return under this provision, 
based on a determination made in good faith and 
with due diligence regarding the value of all of the 
assets includible in the gross estate. 

The preamble to the temporary regulations indicate 
that the instructions issued with respect to the estate 
tax return (i.e., the Instructions for Form 706) will 
provide ranges of dollar values, and the executor must 
identify on the estate tax return the particular range 
within which falls the executor’s best estimate of the 
total gross estate. An amount corresponding to this 
range will be included on line 1, part 2, of the estate 
tax return, along with an indication of whether the line 
1 total includes an estimate under this special rule. 

By signing the return, the executor is certifying, 
under penalties of perjury, that the estimate falls 
within the identifi ed range of values to the best of 
the executor’s knowledge and belief. 

Caution. This special rule is not available for 
marital deduction property or charitable deduc-
tion property if:

the value of such property relates to, affects, or 
is needed to determine, the value passing from 
the decedent to another recipient;
the value of such property is needed to deter-
mine the estate’s eligibility for the provisions 
of Code Secs. 2032, 2032A, 6166 or another 
Code provision;
less than the entire value of an interest in prop-
erty includible in the decedent’s gross estate is 
marital deduction property or charitable deduc-
tion property; or
a partial disclaimer or partial qualifi ed termi-
nable interest property (QTIP) election is made 
with respect to a bequest, devise or transfer of 
property includible in the gross estate, part of 
which is marital deduction property or charitable 
deduction property.29
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Caution. The inquiry required to determine the 
executor’s best estimate is the same an executor 
of any estate must make under current law to de-
termine whether the estate has a fi ling obligation 
pursuant to Code Sec. 6018(a); that is, to determine 
whether the fair market value of the gross estate 
exceeds the excess of the basic exclusion amount 
over the sum of the decedent’s adjusted taxable 
gifts and the amount allowed to the decedent as a 
specifi c exemption under Code Sec. 2521.

Excerpts from the current Form 706, United States 
Estate (and Generation-Skipping Transfer) Tax Return 
(Rev. 2012), and the associated Instructions for Form 
706, related to the portability election are reprinted 
in Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively.

Planning Pointer. Advisors should consider fi ling 
federal estate tax returns for all decedents with 
surviving spouses. It is virtually impossible to 
predict what the fi nancial situation of the surviv-
ing spouse will be at his/her death. Therefore, if 
no estate tax return is made in order to make the 
portability election and, if the surviving spouse 
has a taxable estate that could have been avoided 
if the portability election had been made, there is 
a potential basis for a lawsuit against both the ex-
ecutor who failed to make the portability election 
as well as against the advisors to such executor.

Caution. Some executors will not make the elec-
tion or will not give the advisors/tax preparer 
authorization to prepare a Form 706 in order to 
make the portability election. Advisors should 
have documentation in their fi les memorializing 
the fact that the advisor advised the executor 
about portability and the executor chose not to 
make the election. Such documentation should 
be very clear to refute any allegations by the 
client’s heirs that if the issue had been property 
explained to the client that the client would have 
“of course” made the portability election. In an 
ideal world, the advisor should obtain a signed 
acknowledgment by the client of the receipt of 
such advice. In some cases, advisors may want 
to consider resigning if the client decides to not 
make the portability election. 

Caution. It appears that there is no relief avail-
able for a missed fi ling of a Form 706 to make 
the portability election. Specifi cally, the general 

catch-all relief provisions under Reg. §301.9100-3 
will not apply to such a missed election because 
the portability election is a statutory election.30 
The IRS position is that it is not authorized to 
offer relief under Reg. §301.9100-3 for statutory 
elections when where the election is also a regu-
latory election.31 The relief provisions under Reg. 
§301.9100-2 allow extensions for certain statutory 
elections by allowing an automatic six-month 
extension from the original (unextended) due date 
if the taxpayer timely fi led the return but failed to 
make the election.32 It is unclear whether this relief 
is available in the portability election context.

4. Opting Out of Portability Election. There are 
two methods of opting out of the portability election.

First, if the executor of the estate of a decedent 
with a surviving spouse does not wish to make the 
portability election, the temporary regulations require 
the executor to make an affi rmative statement on the 
estate tax return signifying the decision to have the 
portability election not apply.33 

Second, if no estate tax return is required for that 
decedent’s estate under Code Sec. 6018(a), then the 
fact that a return was not timely fi led will be deemed 
by the IRS to be an affi rmative statement signifying 
the decision not to make a portability election.

5. Executor Responsible for Making Portabil-
ity Election. The preamble to the temporary and 
proposed regulations states that the IRS received 
comments suggesting that the temporary regulations 
allow a surviving spouse to fi le an estate tax return 
on behalf of a decedent independently of a duly-
appointed executor if the surviving spouse notifi es 
the executor of the intention to fi le and the executor 
does not, in fact, fi le a return. However, in this regard, 
the preamble noted that Code Sec. 2010(c)(5) permits 
only the executor of the decedent’s estate to fi le the 
estate tax return and make the portability election. 
Therefore, the surviving spouse may not make the 
portability election in such cases.

For this purpose, Code Sec. 2203 defi nes the term 
“executor” to mean “the executor or administrator of 
the decedent, or, if there is no executor or administra-
tor appointed, qualifi ed, and acting within the United 
States, then any person in actual or constructive pos-
session of any property of the decedent.”

As a result of the foregoing provision, the temporary 
regulations provide that an executor or administra-
tor that is appointed, qualifi ed and acting within the 
United States for the decedent’s estate (an appointed 
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executor), may fi le an estate tax return to elect por-
tability or to opt to have the portability election not 
apply.34 They further provide that, if there is no ap-
pointed executor, any person in actual or constructive 
possession of any property of the decedent may fi le 
the estate tax return to elect portability or to opt to 
have the portability election not apply.35 The term 
used by the temporary regulations to describe such 
a person is the “nonappointed executor.” 

Caution. The temporary regulations provide that 
a portability election made by a nonappointed 
executor cannot be superseded by a contrary 
election made by another nonappointed executor 
of that same decedent’s estate.36

Caution. There are at least two issues regarding 
election by a nonappointed executor. First, to 
make a positive election, a timely fi led and prop-
erly prepared estate tax return must be fi led, and it 
may be diffi cult or impossible for a nonappointed 
executor to obtain the requisite information to 
properly prepare the estate tax return. Second, at 
least one commentator has argued that a nonap-
pointed executor can elect out of the portability 
election by fi ling an estate tax return even if the 
return is not complete or properly prepared.37 The 
basis for this argument is that the words “complete 
and properly prepared” are omitted from the sec-
tion of the regulations dealing with affi rmatively 
electing to not make the portability election.38 

C. Computing the DSUE Amount
The fi rst deceased spouse’s unused estate tax appli-
cable exclusion amount, which is used to calculate 
the applicable exclusion amount for the surviving 
spouse when portability has been elected is the “de-
ceased spouse’s unused exemption,” also generally 
referred to as “DSUE.”

1. Computation Required on Estate Tax Return to 
Elect Portability. The temporary regulations require 
that an executor include a computation of the DSUE 
amount on the decedent’s estate tax return to allow 
portability of that decedent’s DSUE amount.39 For 
this purpose, a complete and properly prepared re-
turn contains the information required to compute a 
decedent’s DSUE amount. 

2. Method of Computing the DSUE Amount.
a. Generally. Code Sec. 2010(c)(4) defi nes the 

DSUE amount as the lesser of:

the basic exclusion amount, or 
the excess of: 

the basic exclusion amount of the last de-
ceased spouse of the surviving spouse, over 
the amount with respect to which the tentative 
tax is determined under Code Sec. 2001(b)(1) 
on the estate of such deceased spouse.

Note. The temporary regulations confi rm that 
the term “basic exclusion amount” referred to in 
Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(A) means the basic exclu-
sion amount in effect in the year of the death 
of the decedent whose DSUE amount is being 
computed rather than the year the DSUE amount 
is used.40 One important implication of this rule is 
that the DSUE is not adjusted for infl ation.

The underlying rationale for this rule is that, gener-
ally, only the basic exclusion amount of the decedent, 
as in effect in the year of the decedent’s death, will 
be known at the time the DSUE amount must be 
computed and reported on the decedent’s estate tax 
return. Because Code Sec. 2010(c)(5)(A) requires the 
executor of an estate electing portability to compute 
and report the DSUE amount on a timely fi led estate 
tax return, and because the basic exclusion amount 
is integral to this computation, the term “basic exclu-
sion amount” in Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(A) necessarily 
refers to such decedent’s basic exclusion amount.

b. Issue Regarding Defi nition of “Basic Exclusion 
Amount.” In responding to the Notice 2011-82 
request for comments, several people submitted 
comments arguing that the reference to “basic exclu-
sion amount” in Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(B)(i) should be 
interpreted to mean “applicable exclusion amount,” 
citing to the computation of the DSUE amount in 
Example 3 on page 53 of the Technical Explanation 
and to footnote 1582A that was added to the General 
Explanation by the “ERRATA—’General Explanation 
of Tax Legislation Enacted in the 111 Congress’” (ER-
RATA). JCX-20-11, at page 1. 

Example 3 computes the DSUE amount of a de-
ceased spouse who was preceded in death by one 
spouse and was survived by another spouse. The 
deceased spouse’s DSUE amount is computed us-
ing the applicable exclusion amount rather than the 
basic exclusion amount of the deceased spouse (as 
reduced by the amount of the deceased spouse’s tax-
able estate).41 The ERRATA acknowledges that Code 
Sec. 2010(c)(4)(B)(i) uses the term “basic exclusion 
amount,” but notes that “[a] technical correction may 
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be necessary to replace the reference to the basic 
exclusion amount of the last deceased spouse of the 
surviving spouse with a reference to the applicable 
exclusion amount of such last deceased spouse, so 
that the statute refl ects intent.”42 

According to the preamble to the temporary and 
proposed portability regulations, the Treasury and the 
IRS carefully looked at this issue. 

The Treasury and the IRS concluded that constru-
ing the language of Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(B)(i) as 
referring to the same number described in Code Sec. 
2010(c)(4)(A) would lead to an illogical result because 
it would effectively render the use of “basic exclusion 
amount” in Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(A) meaningless. 

Specifi cally, the basic exclusion amount (the amount 
referenced in Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(A)) cannot be 
less than that same number reduced by another 
number (i.e., the amount referenced in Code Sec. 
2010(c)(4)(B)). Under such an interpretation, the 
basic exclusion amount referenced in Code Sec. 
2010(c)(4)(A) could not limit or impact the DSUE 
amount, and thus it would serve no purpose as written. 

Therefore, based on the principle that a statute 
should not be construed in a manner that renders a 
provision of that statute superfl uous and consistent 
with the indicia of legislative intent refl ected in the 
Technical Explanation and the General Explanation, 
and in the exercise of the express authority granted 
by Congress in Code Secs. 2010(c)(6) and 7805, 
the Treasury and the IRS have determined that the 
reference in Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(B)(i) to the basic 
exclusion amount is properly interpreted to mean the 
applicable exclusion amount. Thus, the temporary 
regulations adopt this interpretation.

3. Effect of Gift Taxes Paid and Payable on Com-
puting the DSUE Amount. Several commentators, 
in response to the Notice 2011-82 request for com-
ments, suggested that, for purposes of computing 
the DSUE amount under Code Sec. 2010(c)(4), the 
amount referred to in Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(B)(ii), 
which is the amount on which the decedent’s tenta-
tive tax is determined under Code Sec. 2001(b)(1), be 
construed to take into account gift tax paid by such 
decedent. The commentators noted that, to avoid 
using exclusion for amounts on which gift tax was 
paid, this construction should apply in computing 
the DSUE amount of such a decedent if (1) gift tax 
was paid by a decedent on transfers that caused the 
total of his or her taxable transfers to exceed the ap-
plicable exclusion amount at the time of the transfer, 
and (2) the total adjusted taxable gifts of the decedent 

are less than the applicable exclusion amount on the 
date of his or her death. 

The temporary regulations provide that amounts 
on which gift taxes were paid by a decedent are ex-
cluded from adjusted taxable gifts for the purpose of 
computing that decedent’s DSUE amount.43

4. Potential Impact of Credits in Code Secs. 
2013–2015 on the DSUE Amount. Commentators 
who submitted comments in response to the Notice 
2011-82 request for comments also asked for clarifi -
cation as to whether the DSUE amount is determined 
before or after the application of other available 
credits, such as the credit for tax on prior transfers,44 
the credit for foreign death taxes45 and the credit for 
death taxes on remainders.46 

The preamble to the proposed and temporary regu-
lations states that because this issue merits further 
consideration, the temporary regulations reserve 
Temporary Reg. §20.2010-2T(c)(3) to provide future 
guidance on this issue. 

Note. The Treasury and the IRS have requested 
comments regarding appropriate rules to coor-
dinate these credits with portability. 

D. Use of the DSUE Amount 
by the Surviving Spouse
1. Date DSUE Amount May Be Taken into Consid-
eration by Surviving Spouse. Commentators who 
submitted comments in response to the Notice 2011-
82 request for comments asked for clarifi cation on 
when the DSUE amount of a decedent is available 
to the surviving spouse or to the surviving spouse’s 
estate for use in determining the surviving spouse’s 
applicable exclusion amount. 

The temporary regulations provide that, if the 
decedent is the last deceased spouse of the surviv-
ing spouse on the date of a transfer by the surviving 
spouse that is subject to gift or estate tax, the surviv-
ing spouse, or the estate of the surviving spouse, of 
that decedent may take into account that decedent’s 
DSUE amount in determining the applicable exclu-
sion amount of the surviving spouse when computing 
the surviving spouse’s gift or estate tax liability on 
that transfer.47 This rule applies only if the decedent’s 
executor elected portability. 

The temporary regulations also provide that a por-
tability election made by the executor of a decedent’s 
estate is effective as of the date of the decedent’s 
death.48 Thus, the DSUE amount of a decedent sur-
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vived by a spouse may be included in determining 
the applicable exclusion amount of the surviving 
spouse under Code Sec. 2010(c)(2), subject to any 
applicable limitations, with respect to all transfers 
occurring after the death of the decedent, if the ex-
ecutor of the decedent’s estate makes a portability 
election and the election is not superseded by the 
executor of the decedent’s estate before the due date 
of the return, including extensions. 

Example 2. Matt dies on January 1, 2013, and his 
executor elects portability on a properly prepared 
and timely fi led estate tax return, which is fi led 
on July 31, 2013. Matt’s DSUE amount equals $4 
million. Angelina, Matt’s surviving spouse, makes 
a $9 million gift on February 1, 2013, to her son, 
Brad. Here, the DSUE amount may be included 
in determining Angelina’s applicable exclusion 
amount with respect to the gift to Brad. Having 
said this, the prudent course of action would be 
to wait until the portability election is actually 
made before using it.

2. Last Deceased Spouse Limitation on DSUE 
Amount Available to Surviving Spouse. Commenta-
tors who submitted comments in response to the 
Notice 2011-82 request for comments suggested that 
the regulations clarify the scope of the last deceased 
spouse limitation in Code Sec. 2010(c)(4)(B)(i). 

In this regard, the temporary regulations explain that 
the term “last deceased spouse” referred to in Code 
Sec. 2010(c)(4)(B)(i) means the most recently deceased 
individual who was married to the surviving spouse at 
that individual’s death, except that an individual dying 
before calendar year 2011 cannot be considered the 
last deceased spouse of such surviving spouse.49 

The temporary regulations clarify that remarriage 
alone does not affect who will be considered the last 
deceased spouse and does not prevent the surviving 
spouse from including in the surviving spouse’s ap-
plicable exclusion amount the DSUE amount of the 
deceased spouse who most recently preceded the 
surviving spouse in death.50 

The temporary regulations further clarify that the 
identity of the last deceased spouse of the surviving 
spouse for purposes of portability is not affected 
by whether the estate of the last deceased spouse 
elects portability of the deceased spouse’s DSUE 
amount or whether the last deceased spouse has 
any DSUE amount available. This preamble to the 
proposed and temporary regulations states that this 

is consistent with the statutory language, which 
refers to the “last deceased spouse of such surviv-
ing spouse” without further qualifi cation, as well 
as with the Technical Explanation, which states 
that “[t]he last deceased spouse limitation applies 
whether or not the last deceased spouse has any 
unused exclusion or the last deceased spouse’s 
estate makes a timely election.”51 

Example 3. Jennifer dies on January 1, 2013, her ex-
ecutor makes the portability election and her DSUE 
equals $4 million. Jennifer’s husband, Jay, remarries 
Madonna on July 1, 2013 and Jay dies on October 
1, 2013. Here, Jennifer’s DSUE is still available to 
Jay because she is the last deceased spouse.

Example 4. Same facts as Example 3, except that 
Madonna and Jay divorce on September 1, 2013. 
Here, the result is the same because Jennifer 
remains the last deceased spouse.

For purposes of determining the applicable credit 
amount under Code Sec. 2505(a)(1), the Treasury and 
the IRS received comments asking for clarifi cation 
about when one determines the identity of the last 
deceased spouse. In this regard, although Code Sec. 
2505(a)(1) refers to the applicable credit amount in 
effect under Code Sec. 2010(c) as would apply if the 
donor died as of the end of the calendar year, this 
does not mean that the identity of the last deceased 
spouse is subject to change for purposes of computing 
the surviving spouse’s applicable exclusion amount 
if the surviving spouse is preceded in death by a 
subsequent spouse after the gift transfer but before 
the end of the calendar year. Therefore, the temporary 
regulations provide that for purposes of determining 
a surviving spouse’s applicable exclusion amount 
when the surviving spouse makes a taxable gift, the 
surviving spouse’s last deceased spouse is identifi ed 
as of the date of the taxable gift.52 

3. DSUE Amount Available in Case of Multiple 
Spouses and Previously Applied DSUE Amount. 
Some commentators responding to Notice 2011-82 
requested that the regulations clarify the outcome 
when a surviving spouse is preceded in death by 
more than one spouse. In particular, commentators 
asked how the DSUE amount to be included in the 
applicable exclusion amount of a surviving spouse 
is affected when a decedent who is currently con-
sidered the last deceased spouse of such surviving 
spouse either has no DSUE amount or has a smaller 
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amount of DSUE in comparison to a decedent who 
previously was considered the last deceased spouse 
of such surviving spouse. The temporary regulations 
clarify that, in either situation, the surviving spouse 
may not apply any remaining DSUE amount from a 
prior deceased spouse.

In addition, the temporary regulations address 
how to compute the DSUE amount included in the 
applicable exclusion amount of a surviving spouse 
who made gifts between the deaths of two dece-
dents, each of whom were at separate times the last 
deceased spouse of such surviving spouse. First, the 
temporary regulations create an ordering rule by 
providing that, when a surviving spouse makes a 
taxable gift, the DSUE amount of the decedent who 
is the last deceased spouse of such surviving spouse 
will be considered to apply against the amount of the 
surviving spouse’s taxable gifts for that calendar year 
before the surviving spouse’s own basic exclusion 
amount will apply.53

Second, the temporary regulations compute the 
DSUE amount available to such a surviving spouse 
or to his or her estate, respectively, as including both 
(1) the DSUE amount of the surviving spouse’s last 
deceased spouse, and (2) any DSUE amount actu-
ally applied to taxable gifts pursuant to the rule in 
Reg. §25.2505-2T(b) to the extent the DSUE amount 
so applied was from a decedent who no longer is 
the last deceased spouse for purposes of Code Sec. 
2010(c)(4)(B)(i).54 Under the rules in Reg. §25.2505-
2T, a surviving spouse may use the DSUE amount of 
a predeceased spouse as long as, for each transfer, 
such DSUE amount is from the surviving spouse’s last 
deceased spouse at the time of that transfer. Thus, a 
spouse who has survived multiple spouses may use 
each last deceased spouse’s DSUE amount before 
the death of that spouse’s next spouse, and thereby 
may apply the DSUE amount of multiple deceased 
spouses in succession. However, this does not per-
mit the surviving spouse to use the sum of the DSUE 
amounts of those deceased spouses at one time, and 
a surviving spouse may not use the remaining DSUE 
amount of a prior deceased spouse following the 
death of a subsequent spouse.

E. Authority to Examine Returns 
of Deceased Spouses
Code Sec. 2010(c)(5)(B) confi rms the IRS’s authority 
to examine returns of each deceased spouse of the 
surviving spouse to determine the allowable DSUE 
amount even if the period of limitations on assessment 

under Code Sec. 6501 has expired for the tax under 
Code Chapters 11 or 12 with respect to such returns.

Code Sec. 7602(a) provides that the IRS may exam-
ine any books, papers, records or other data which 
may be relevant or material to an inquiry for the 
purpose of ascertaining the accuracy of any return 
or determining the liability of any person for any 
internal revenue tax or liability. The returns of each 
deceased spouse whose executor elected portability 
are relevant or material to the determination of the 
allowable DSUE amount to be applied by the surviv-
ing spouse to a taxable transfer.

Accordingly, the temporary regulations confi rm 
that, in determining the allowable DSUE amount, 
the IRS may examine any one or more returns of 
each deceased spouse of the surviving spouse whose 
executor elected portability.55 Upon examination, 
the IRS may adjust or eliminate the DSUE amount 
reported on a return; however, the IRS may make 
an assessment of additional tax with respect to the 
deceased spouse’s return only within the period of 
limitations under Code Sec. 6501. 

The ability of the IRS to examine returns of a 
deceased spouse applies to each transfer by the 
surviving spouse to which a DSUE amount is or has 
been applied. The returns and return information of 
a deceased spouse may be disclosed to the surviving 
spouse or the surviving spouse’s estate as appropriate 
under Code Sec. 6103.

One of the comments in response to the Notice 
2011-82 request for comments suggested that the 
regulations clarify whether the IRS’s authority to 
examine returns even after the period of limitations 
on assessment has expired, as confi rmed in Code 
Sec. 2010(c)(5)(B), would suspend the substantive 
review and examination of the estate tax return of 
a decedent with a surviving spouse. In this regard, 
except to the extent provided in Code Sec. 2010(c)
(5)(B) with regard to the computation of the DSUE 
amount, the limitation in Code Sec. 6501 continues 
to apply to the estate tax return so examination of the 
estate tax return will not be suspended solely because 
of the possibility of future reviews to determine the 
decedent’s DSUE amount.

F. Applicability of Portability Rules to 
Nonresidents Who Are Not Citizens
Several comments in response to the Notice 2011-82 
request for comments, requested that the regulations 
clarify the applicability of the rules in Code Sec. 
2010(c) to estates of nonresident aliens (NRAs). In re-
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sponse to these comments, the temporary regulations 
provide that an executor of the estate of an NRA at the 
time of death may not make a portability election on 
behalf of that decedent.56 The temporary regulations 
provide that a nonresident surviving spouse who was 
not a citizen of the United States at the time of such 
surviving spouse’s death may not take into account 
the DSUE amount of any deceased spouse of such 
surviving spouse, except to the extent allowed under 
a treaty obligation of the United States.57

G. Applicability of Portability in 
Case of Qualifi ed Domestic Trusts
One commentator in response to the Notice 2011-82 
request for comments, suggested that the regulations 
clarify how the portability rules apply when a quali-
fi ed domestic trust (QDOT)58 is created for the benefi t 
of a surviving spouse who is a not a U.S. citizen. 
When property of a decedent passes to a QDOT, the 
decedent’s estate is allowed a marital deduction under 
Code Sec. 2056(d)(2) for the value of such property. 
Ultimately, however, estate tax is imposed on such 
property under Code Sec. 2056A as distributions 
constituting taxable events are made from the QDOT. 

The estate tax imposed by Code Sec. 2056A is the 
decedent’s estate tax liability, and that tax gener-
ally equals the amount of additional estate tax that 
would have been imposed under Code Sec. 2001 if 
the amount involved in the taxable event had been 
included in the decedent’s taxable estate and had not 
been deductible under Code Sec. 2056.59 The estate 
tax that would have been imposed under Code Sec. 
2001 is computed by determining the net tax under 
Code Sec. 2001 after the allowance of any credits, 
including the applicable credit amount determined 
under Code Sec. 2010(c). 

Consequently, when a QDOT has been created for 
the benefi t of a decedent’s surviving spouse, the ex-
ecutor of the decedent’s estate will compute a DSUE 
amount, on a preliminary basis, that may decrease as 
distributions constituting taxable events under Code 
Sec. 2056A are made.

Commentators in response to the Notice 2011-82 
request for comments made several suggestions for 
applying portability to this situation. 

One proposal was to allow a decedent’s DSUE 
amount to be computed and available to the surviv-
ing spouse as of the date of death of the decedent, 
without regard to the estate tax to be imposed by 
Code Sec. 2056A. A second suggestion was to al-
low an executor of such an estate to elect portability 

with respect to only a portion of the DSUE amount 
so that an executor could reserve a portion of the 
decedent’s DSUE amount for the estate tax to be 
imposed by Code Sec. 2056A. A third proposal was 
to allow the decedent’s applicable exclusion amount 
and the initially determined DSUE amount to be ap-
plied on a chronological, or fi rst come, fi rst served, 
basis; that is, by applying the decedent’s applicable 
exclusion amount on the occurrence of a taxable 
event subject to the estate tax imposed by Code Sec. 
2056A and at the time of a transfer by the surviv-
ing spouse subject to the gift tax imposed by Code 
Sec. 2501, in each case, to the extent applicable 
exclusion amount or DSUE amount, respectively, is 
available at such times.

According to the preamble to the proposed and 
temporary regulations, each of the above mentioned 
proposals raised issues of fairness, complexity and 
ease of administration. The applicable exclusion 
amount fi rst and foremost belongs to the decedent. 
Portability of a DSUE amount allows a surviving 
spouse to use a decedent’s exclusion amount only 
to the extent it is not used by that decedent. 

Therefore, the temporary regulations allow the 
decedent’s estate full availability of the decedent’s 
applicable exclusion amount until such time as the 
fi nal estate tax liability of the decedent is computed. 
The temporary regulations provide that the executor 
of a decedent’s estate claiming a marital deduction 
for property passing to a QDOT shall compute the 
decedent’s DSUE amount on a preliminary basis on 
the decedent’s estate tax return for the purpose of 
electing portability, although such amount subse-
quently will be reduced by the estate tax imposed 
by Code Sec. 2056A.60 

The temporary regulations further provide that the 
DSUE amount of such a decedent shall be redeter-
mined upon the fi nal distribution or other taxable 
event on which estate tax under Code Sec.2056A 
is imposed, which is generally upon the death of 
the surviving spouse or the earlier termination of all 
QDOTs created for that surviving spouse. The tempo-
rary regulations provide that the earliest date such a 
decedent’s DSUE amount may be included in deter-
mining the applicable exclusion amount available to 
the surviving spouse or the surviving spouse’s estate 
is the date of the event that triggers the fi nal estate 
tax liability of the decedent under section 2056A.61 

Generally, this means that such a decedent’s DSUE 
amount will be available for transfers occurring by 
reason of the surviving spouse’s death, but generally 
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will not be available to the surviving spouse during 
life. However, the decedent’s DSUE amount will be 
available to apply to the surviving spouse’s taxable 
gifts made in the year of the surviving spouse’s death, 
or, if the event terminating the QDOT occurs prior to 
the surviving spouse’s death, then in the year of that 
terminating event and/or any subsequent year during 
the surviving spouse’s life. 

III. Ancillary Issues
A. Generally
Because portability is relatively new and its impact 
is wide ranging, it raises some ancillary issues that 
this section discusses.

B. Documentation
As noted above, there will be times when executors 
will not want to fi le estate tax returns in order to elect 
portability. It is extremely important for practitioners 
to memorialize in written form advice given to clients 
regarding the portability election in order to protect 
themselves from malpractice claims.

C. Confl ict Among Executors 
and Benefi ciaries

The portability election almost always will be helpful 
to surviving spouses. However, to obtain the benefi ts 
of the portability election, the executor must fi le an 
estate tax return, which could be relatively expensive. 
If the surviving spouse is not serving as executor there 
may be confl icts between the executor and the benefi -
ciaries re fi nancial interests. In this regard, the attorney 
for the estate should pay careful attention to such 
confl icts. In addition, they should also pay attention 
to the language they use in their engagement letters 
regarding who the client is and to potential violations 
of the applicable rules of professional responsibility 
that apply to them with respect to confl icts of interest.

D. Prenuptial Agreements62

The portability of the estate tax exclusion is viewed by 
many practitioners as a valuable asset when prospective 
spouses are considering marriage. In this regard, when 
a prenuptial agreement is being negotiated, portabil-
ity should be viewed as such during the negotiations. 
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Form 706 (Rev. 8-2012)

Estate of:
Decedent’s social security number

Part 6—Portability of Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion (DSUE)

Portability Election
A decedent with a surviving spouse elects portability of the deceased spousal unused exclusion (DSUE) amount, if any, by completing and timely-filing 
this return. No further action is required to elect portability of the DSUE amount to allow the surviving spouse to use the decedent's DSUE amount.

Section A. Opting Out of Portability
The estate of a decedent with a surviving spouse may opt out of electing portability of the DSUE amount. Check here and do not complete Sections B 
and C of Part 6 only if the estate opts NOT to elect portability of the DSUE amount.

Section B. QDOT
Are any assets of the estate being transferred to a qualified domestic trust (QDOT)? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Yes No

If “Yes,” the DSUE amount portable to a surviving spouse (calculated in Section C, below) is preliminary and shall be redetermined at the time of the 
final distribution or other taxable event imposing estate tax under section 2056A. See instructions for more details.

Section C. DSUE Amount Portable to the Surviving Spouse (To be completed by the estate of a decedent making a portability 
election.)

Complete the following calculation to determine the DSUE amount that can be transferred to the surviving spouse.

1 Enter amount from line 9c, Part 2—Tax Computation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
2 Enter amount from line 7, Part 2—Tax Computation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
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4 Add lines 1 and 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
5 Enter the amount from line 5, Part 2—Tax Computation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
6 Subtract line 5 from line 4 (do not enter less than zero) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
7 DSUE amount portable to the surviving spouse (Enter the lesser of line 6 or line 9a, Part 2—Tax Computation) 7

Section D. DSUE Amount Received from Predeceased Spouse(s) (To be completed by the estate of a deceased surviving 
spouse with DSUE amount from predeceased spouse(s))

Provide the following information to determine the DSUE amount received from deceased spouses.

Page 4
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Part 2 — DSUE RECEIVED FROM OTHER PREDECEASED SPOUSE(S) AND USED BY DECEDENT

Total (for all DSUE amounts from predeceased spouse(s) applied) . . . .
Add the amount from Part 1, column D and the total from Part 2, column E. Enter the result on line 9b, Part 2—Tax 
Computation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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